1. Please count and make sure all pieces are present before assembly.
2. The pole pieces are delicate. To prevent damage, do not use excessive force.
3. Assemble crystal puzzle by putting the puzzle pieces together in the order shown below.
4. Missing a piece? Email info@ugames.com or call (415) 503-1600 with missing piece number.

After #36, insert the two center poles #37 and #38 from the bottom of the house. Screw it tight with the key enclosed.

After assembling #47, insert center pole #48 and screw it tight with the key enclosed. Then, insert #49 and #50 from both sides of the roof.

Place either A, the roof, or B, Snoopy, on the top of the house. Sticker the front door and place onto the base.

Insert the Nose piece #11 by matching the pin and hole shape.